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Introduction

Large Scale Towing Test

Ultimately tidal turbines will be installed in arrays, and
determining the optimal spacing between tidal turbines
in these arrays is required. The wake generated by a
tidal turbine is an essential factor in determining this.

The towing test removed two contributing components
of the wake, the variable inflow current and the
movement of the support structure.
This allowed
benchmarking of the turbine performance and the
interaction of the turbine with a steady, uniform flow,
and the wake generated.

The wake may impact on downstream turbines by:
• Reducing flow velocity, resulting in less energy
produced by turbines downstream.
• Increasing flow turbulence intensity which impact
the energy capture factor, and may also increase
the fatigue loading on devices downstream.

Research Approach
The wake
influenced
conditions,
movement
itself.

downstream of a tidal energy device is
by four components; inflow current
the support structure wake, the structure
and the wake generated by the turbine

Primarily 10th scale test have been conducted using
Evopod, a tidal energy device under development by
Ocean Flow Energy.

Figure 2 – Evopod set-up on towing rig
Flow mapping in the downstream wake was conducted
using two Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADV).

Towing Test Results
Towing tests were carried out with both Evopod’s
turbine attached and removed. Analysis is ongoing,
preliminary results are presented in Figure 3.
Figure 1 – Evopod tidal energy device

An initial period of testing in Strangford Lough
highlighted difficulties in isolating the characteristics of
the turbine wake. Leading to 10th scale towing tests in
a lake, which took place in September 2009.

Further Research

Figure 3 – Preliminary towing test results

Further towing tests will be carried out using a 10th scale turbine, mounted on a minimised structure, so the wake being
measured will be primarily that of the turbine. Results from these tests will be used to:
1) Investigate scale effects by comparison with smaller scale laboratory experiments.
2) Validate simple turbine modelling software currently being used by device developers.
3) Validate a numerical model being developed at QUB, which will predict the wake generated by a tidal turbine.
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